
Recommended Updates to Our Whole Lives for Grades K-1, 1st ed. 

 

Our Whole Lives: Sexuality Education for Grades K-1, 1st ed.  is in the process of being revised. Much has changed 

since its publication regarding language around gender, orientation, sexual science, and culture. We strongly 

recommend that you mark the following changes in your copy of the curriculum while the revision is pending. Please 

contact owl@uua.org or owl@ucc.org for more information. 

 

Universal Changes Throughout the Curriculum 

• Gender identity: change binary words like “girls,’ “boys,” “he and she,” “mother and father” etc to more 

gender-neutral terms such as “children,” “they,” and “parents.”  

• Anatomy: Change “girls’ bodies” and “boys’ bodies” to “bodies” and “your bodies.” Make language gender 

neutral when possible and refer to people who have a vulva or penis instead of “boys” and “girls.” 

• Change “people with disabilities” to “disabled people.” Change ableist language, e.g., “walked into a room” to 

inclusive language, e.g., “entered a room.” 

• Incorporate updated story books. See suggestions below. 

Parent Orientation 

• Remove Be An Askable Parent pamphlet, When Sex is the Subject  and Raising Healthy Kids from materials. 

•  Replace How a Baby Begins story with the one below. Remember that conception in human reproduction is a 

separate process from creating a family. Conception still requires an egg, a sperm, and a uterus. Families come 

together in many ways. 

Workshops/Sessions 

• Utilize story books suggested below, according to topic of workshop.  

• Watch and recommend parents review the new video series, Under Your Wing, when it is released in 

February 2022. 

 

Storybook Suggestions: 

• Each of the books below show many kinds of families. 
o A Family Is a Family Is a Family by Sara O’Leary 
o My Family, Your Family by Lisa Bullard 
o The Great Big Book of Families by Mary Hoffman 
o Who’s in My Family? All About Our Families by Robie Harris 
o Family (Love Is Love) song - Teeny Tiny Stevies: www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-bEGnbeHUQ 

• BOOKS ABOUT LGBTQ FAMILIES 
o And Tango Makes Three by Justin Richardson & Peter Parnell.  
o Heather Has Two Mommies by Lesléa Newman.  
o Stella Brings the Family by Miriam Schiffer.  

• BOOKS ABOUT ADOPTION 
o All About Adoption:  How Families Are Made and How Kids Feel About It by Marc Nemiroff and Jane 

Annunziata.  
o Happy Adoption Day by John McCutcheon 
o My New Mom and Me by Renata Galindo.  
o Wonderful You: An Adoption Story.  

• BOOKS ABOUT SINGLE PARENT FAMILIES 
o Love Is a Family by Roma Downey.  
o Two Is Enough by Janna Matthies.  
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• BOOKS ABOUT CHILDREN WHOSE PARENTS ARE DIVORCED OR SEPARATED (Note: All the books in this section 
refer to the separation or divorce of a mom and a dad).  

o Living with Mom and Living with Dad by Melanie Wals 
o Standing on My Own Two Feet: A Child’s Affirmation of Love in the Midst of Divorce by Tamara Schmitz 
o Two Homes by Claire Masurel 

• BOOKS ABOUT CHILDREN IN FOSTER FAMILIES 
o Kids Need To Be Safe by Julie Nelson 
o Maybe Days: A Book for Children in Foster Care by Jennifer Wilgocki and Marcia Kahn Wright 
o Speranza’s Sweater by Marcy Pusey.  

• BOOKS ABOUT OTHER KINDS OF FAMILIES AND SITUATIONS 
o Families Change: A Book for Children Experiencing Termination of Parental Rights by Julie Nelson 
o Sometimes It’s Grandmas and Grandpas Not Mommies and Daddies by Gayle Bryne 
o Sun Kisses, Moon Hugs by Susan Schaefer Bernardo.  

 

 

Our Whole Lives Sexuality Education for Grades K--‐1 “How a Baby Begins”  

 
By T. Anil Oommen 

Edited by Amy Johnson 

How A Baby Begins (Version One) 

 
Maya is seven years old. Her dad called to her just as she was putting on her fairy wings for the  Fairy Ball party at her 

friend Quinn’s house. Quinn’s family just adopted a new baby and Maya was very excited to meet her. 

 

“Maya,” Dad called. “It’s time to go.” Maya came running into the front room wearing her wings. Maya was 

holding a smaller pair of wings that she and her dad made for the baby. She couldn’t stop thinking about the new 

baby. She opened up the small wings so Momma could see the whole thing. “Oh, how lovely!” Momma exclaims. 

Maya wrapped her arms around Momma. Maya loved to hug the roundness of her momma’s changing body. She felt 

the baby give a little kick as she pressed her right cheek onto her momma’s roundness. “He wants to come out and 

meet me!” 

 

“I’m sure he does,” says Momma as she gently hugs Maya. Maya and her parents have talked about what it means to be 

pregnant and how a baby is growing inside Momma’s uterus. She learned that the baby gets food through a tube in her 

mother’s body called the umbilical cord and that when the baby is born, the cord will be cut and the place where the cord 

was will become the baby’s navel. 

 
Maya knows many things about new babies, but she is really curious about one thing. “How does a baby get in 

there?” she asks. She has tried to figure it out for herself, but how the baby begins is still a puzzle to her. Maya 

climbs onto her dad’s lap and leans closer to hear Momma’s tender voice. 

 

“It takes sperm and an egg to start a baby,” says Momma. “The sperm comes from a person with a penis and testicles 

and the egg comes from a person with a uterus. The egg is not like a chicken egg. It doesn’t have a shell, and it is very, 

very small. We call it an ovum and it comes from the ovaries. Can you guess how small the egg is?” 

 

Maya makes a little circle with her right hand. “This small?” Momma shakes her head and says, “Even smaller.” 

Maya makes the circle smaller. 

 

Momma shakes her head again. Dad lifts Maya off his lap, stands, and gets a pencil and paper. He makes a little dot with 

the pencil and says, “Would you believe this small?” 

Maya’s jaw drops open in surprise as her dad lifts her back onto his lap. Momma says, “That is the part of the baby made 

by a body with a uterus.” 



“The part of starting a baby from a person with a penis is called a sperm,” her dad adds. “It’s also very, very small and 

it’s shaped like a tiny tadpole. Here,” he says, “I’ll draw one for you.” He draws a little dot shape with a bit of a tail. 

 

“Believe it or not,” Momma explains, “The sperm is even smaller than the egg. Both are so small that you would need a 

microscope to see them. When an egg and a sperm join together, a baby begins,” she says. “Now, it’s time to go. Our 

friends will be wondering where we are.” 

 

Maya jumps out of her dad’s lap and picks up the fairy wings she and her dad made for Quinn’s new baby sister. 

 

 

 

 

 

Version Two: Continues on from where Version One ended… 
As Maya and her family drive to the Fairy Ball party, Maya asks more questions. “Where are the sperm stored?” she 

starts. 

“The sperm are stored in the  testicles, which are inside a sac behind the penis called the  scrotum,” answers her dad. 

 

Momma adds, “When the sperm are ready, they come out through the penis. And when an egg and sperm join 

together, a baby begins.” 

 
"You already told me that,” Maya responds. “But I still don't get it. If the egg is inside one body and the sperm is 

inside the another body, how can they join together?" 

 

"Well," says her dad, "families bring the egg and sperm together in different ways. One way this can happen is when 

a person with a penis and a person with a uterus lie in bed together and they kiss and hug and stroke each other. 

Then the penis becomes firm and can fit into the other person’s vagina. That  is the way they connect so that the 

sperm can come out of the penis and travel into vagina and uterus. When the sperm reaches the egg, a baby begins 

to form. This is called sexual intercourse, which some couples call making love because grown-ups have sexual 

intercourse when they want to express their love for each other and also when they want to create a baby." 

 

"I think I get it, but what about Aunt Nancy and Elena? Elena has a baby inside her uterus, but  where did the sperm 

come from? Aunt Nancy and Elena are both women with uteruses." 

 

"Remember,” Momma says, “families can bring the sperm and egg together in different ways. Sometimes a doctor helps 

bring the sperm and egg together outside of the fbody and put  the zygote (the beginning of a baby) into a uterus. 

Soimeone donated sperm so Aunt Nancy and Elena could grow a baby for them to parent. Every family has its own 

story of how their babies began, but every baby starts with the joining of an egg and sperm." 

“Now I get it.” Maya says. "In our family's story, your egg and dad's sperm made me, and in Aunt Nancy and Elena’s 

family story, Elena’s egg and donated sperm from a person made  their baby.” 

 

“Right,” says Momma. “Every family’s story is different, but all babies start from a sperm and  an egg joining 

together.” 

 

Maya looks at the small wings that she holds in her lap. She can’t wait to meet Quinn’s adopted       baby sister. 

 

 


